We present a pattern recognition algorithm for hand-printed characters, based on a combination of the classical least squares method and a neural-network-type supervised training algorithm. Characters are mapped, nonlinearly, to feature vectors using selected quadratic polynomials of the given pixels. We use a method for extracting an equidistributed subsample of all possible quadratic features.
Background
The augmented polynomial method is a system for classi cation of hand printed characters and digits such as ZIP codes, and the characters written on tax forms. This method extends the system presented by in 6] by using iteration to improve classi cation accuracy. It competes favorably with feed-forward neural network systems trained using back propagation.
Character Recognition
We only consider digitized characters after a preprocessing step has thinned them to standard width strokes and scaled them into a standard size (we use 30 20 pixels). (We do not address character locating or segmenting issues.)
Broadly speaking, characters of a given classi cation (i.e., the digit`1,' the character`A,' etc.) form a cluster in some high-dimensional space. An unknown character is classi ed by determining which cluster it belongs to, for instance, to which cluster centroid is it nearest.
A straightforward but primitive attempt at clustering is to consider the characters' pixel arrays as points in 30 20 space, and to compute distances between these points using the L 1 or Hamming distance. This approach may be satisfactory for matching printed characters of a speci ed font where error or noise is inverted pixels. Unfortunately, plastic deformations, not inverted pixels, are the deviations from standard for hand-written characters, so this simple-minded distance calculation totally breaks down. Lines that are only slightly displaced from the standard template produce huge di erences in the Hamming distance. (We performed this experiment and achieved under 60% correct classi cation for digits.)
A more e ective approach is to determine a collection of \features" and map the given pixel-coordinate space into a (possibly much higher dimensional) space. This feature mapping is necessarily nonlinear. If the features are well-chosen, the individual character clusters will be much more easily separable; optimistically, the clusters will be linearly separable.
Statistical pattern recognition (see, e.g., 1]) deals with selected features and analytic techniques for determining clusters and cluster membership, whereas neural network pattern recognition seeks to have the features and the discrimination criteria co-evolve through selforganization. The present approach is largely statistical pattern recognition, although it does have an element of iteratively adjusting the cluster boundaries reminiscent of Rosenblatt's perceptron training algorithm 3].
Character recognition techniques, whether statistical, neural, or hybrid, work with a data base of labeled characters partitioned into a training set and a testing set: The training set is used to construct the recognizer, and the testing set to evaluate its performance. Training tries to get the recognizer to behave as well as it needs to on the training set in order to \generalize" as well as it can on the testing set.
Srinivasan's Polynomial Method
Srinivasan's polynomial classi er works as follows. A data base of labeled, hand written characters are converted to feature vectors, v, and are associated with target vectors. The components of the feature vectors are F quadratic polynomials formed from the character's pixel array to provide evidences of lines throughout the image. The target vector for each character is a standard unit vector e k(v) with the k(v) th 
Extending the Polynomial Method
We then iterate a process that starts with that weight matrix, A, which was determined using a small number of features and a small sample of the character data base. Subsequent passes (\epochs") identify those training exemplars that are incorrectly classi ed or are classi ed with too small a con dence (i.e., the largest component of Av fails to exceed the second largest by a su cient threshold). These poorly classi ed characters are replicated in the training to strengthen their correct classi cation, and negative feedback is used to inhibit strong incorrect classi cations.
As a result, our system is able to develop a weights matrix with performance approximately 98.8% on digits, 95.5% on upper case alphabetics only, and 90% on mixed characters. We have also experimented with multiple font, machine-printed alphanumeric characters (i.e., 36 classes), and have achieved 98.7%.
Detailed Description
Feature Sets: Line Evidences Two-Pixel Products Srinivasan's choice of features was logical products of nearby pixels, which can easily be described in terms of the chess moves, king and big knight. A king feature is the product of two pixels that are a king's move apart; that is, any two pixels chosen from the corners of a 2 2 square of pixels. A big knight feature is the product of two pixels that are diagonally opposite in a 2 3 or 3 2 rectangle of pixels. In this design, almost every pixel can participate in eight features (pixels near the edges are used in fewer features), giving nearly 2,000 features.
We use similar features for our characters that are normalized in a 30 20 array. We describe our features as n-king and n-knight features, where the parameter n is a small integer that describes the size in number of pixels in the side of a square, and the two pixels multiplied together to form the feature are on the perimeter of that square, related to each other as stretched king or knight moves. So, there are four 5-king features, ai, ck, em, and og, and four 5-knight features, bj, dl, fn, and hp, centered at the \ ; " as displayed below:
. g n . . . h m l k j i (the parameter n must be even for the n-king North-South and East-West features to be dened; and n must be of the form 4m + 1 for the n-knight features to be de ned.) We have found the following features to be useful: 3-king, 7-king, 5-knight, and 9-knight.
Fuzzy Features
Another type of feature we have experimented with, which seems particularly suitable for this application, we call fuzzy line features, and we also label them with chess moves: fuzzyn-knight and fuzzy-n-king. As before, these features are extracted from the pixels on the perimeter of an n n square, but they are the logical product of the logical sum of pixels. For example, the four fuzzy-3-knight features are built on three-by-three squares of pixels, centered at \ ": (a+b) (h+i), (b+c) (g+h), (c+f) (d+g), and (a+d) (f +i), as shown below: . g n . . . h m l k j i These fuzzy features may be more reliable (lenient) at detecting the presence of lines through the pixel \ " than the rst nonfuzzy features.
For hand-written digit recognition we used 1,500 features using 5-knight and 7-king. For machine printed digits and upper case alphabetics (a combination of three fonts), we used 7-king, 5-knight, and 9-knight, for a total of 600 features. For upper and lower case alphabetic (a total of 40 di erent characters|the upper and lower case versions of the letters c, k, o, p, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, and z were treated as the same character), we used 7-king, 5-king, and fuzzy-9-king, and a total of 1,700 features. These choices were determined experimentally.
Feature Collection Issues
The cost of a large number, F, of features is borne by \training," which involves the creation and inversion of an F F matrix (complexity O( We use feature vectors consisting of between 100 and 1,500 features, which are smoothly distributed over the set of all possible (abovedescribed, quadratic) features (see below for a discussion of the smooth subsampling).
The Pseudo-Inverse Our character recognition problem is cast in the following general type of framework: given a matrix, X; and a vector, y, determine the vector, a, that minimizes jjrjj = jjaX ? yjj.
If aX is the nearest vector in the Range of X to the given vector, y, then the di erence, r, must be orthogonal to the subspace, R(X), the range of X; so rX T = 0, and aXX T = yX T . If XX T is nonsingular, then a = yX T (XX T ) ?1 . X T (XX T ) ?1 is called the Moore-Penrose Pseudo-Inverse of X 5] .
The single-vector problem presented above expands into a multiple-vector problem that we apply to the automatic character classi cation problem. Suppose that we have a training set consisting of N characters; hence, we have N feature vectors, x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x N . Form the F N matrix, X, whose i th column is x i . Denote the given classi cation of the i th training vector by k i , where 1 k i K (K = 10 for digit classi cation problems; K = 36 for alphanumeric classi cation problems). The ideal target for the i th character is e ki , the standard unit vector in K-space. Form the K N matrix, Y , whose columns are e k1 , e k2 , : : :, e kN . We seek a K F matrix, A, such that AX = Y , or rather, that AX approximates Y in the least squares sense. We determine A using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse: A = Y X T (XX T ) ?1 A is the weight matrix we seek for character classi cation. Given an unknown character, we form its feature vector, x, and evaluate y = Ax, which is a list of \evidences" or \clas-si cation strengths" for each of the K classes to which our unknown character can belong. Hopefully, one of these K strengths stands out above the others, and we classify the character with high con dence.
Iterative Training
The training algorithm described above yields a weight matrix, A, that minimizes the sum of the squared errors, P N i=1 jjAx i ? y i jj 2 , where the x i run over the feature vectors of the training data, and y i = e ki , the k th i standard unit vector, denoting that x i is of class k i . This is approximately what we want. Actually, we want the product vector, Ax, to have its largest component correspond to the correct classi cation of x for as many as possible of the training exemplars, x. It is not an average error we want to minimize, but the number of incorrectly classi ed characters.
To apply our least squares technique to a problem involving a di erent error criterion, we may increase the representation of the incorrectly classi ed exemplars and exemplars classi ed with low con dence (called, together poorly classi ed or hard to learn exemplars) in our training set.
As described above, the weight matrix, A, is determined by A = Y X T (XX T ) ?1 (1) Component matrices in equation (1) are maintained as
and
where N is the number of training exemplars.
If the hard-to-learn x i are repeated with multiplicity m k ,
If an exemplar, x, of class k is ill-classi ed, there is another class, j, such that (Ax) j > (Ax) k ? , where is a con dence threshold. We attempt to lower the j th classi cation strength for x by specifying, on at least one epoch, that we want a negative j th classi cation weight for this exemplar (see the algorithm outlined below).
The con dence threshold, , is raised or lowered from one epoch to the next to try to keep the number of ill-classi ed exemplars near a speci ed fraction of the training set. We have found that such retraining of 20% of the training exemplars works well. Retraining a larger fraction causes large oscillations. For example, that two character classes`S' and`5' are initially di cult to separate. When too large a fraction of characters are chosen for retraining, we nd that, on one epoch all of these characters will be classi ed as`S', and on the next epoch, all will be classi ed as`5', and so on. With the 20% retraining fraction, a reasonable boundary between the two classes is determined quickly. During the rst epoch we consider every x i to be ill-classi ed. In subsequent epochs, we use the weight matrix, A, as developed in the previous epoch.
Subsampling the Training Data
The technique of subsampling the data was originally introduced to try to speed up the training process. But it also produced better results: classi ers with better accuracy.
In order to speed up the learning process, we have experimented with subsampling the training data. We use a shu ed data collection, so that in any portion of it we will nd approximately equally many exemplars of each character. Starting with a small fraction, say 10%, in epoch one; then we process 20% in epoch two, and so on.
This subsampling gives us the following advantages. Since the classi er functions linearly (in feature space), it forms boundaries consisting of hyperplanes; the character clusters it forms are represented by convex polytopes. If we can sketch out the convex hulls of these polytopes, we may then avoid training associated with exemplars that are well inside the regions, only focusing attention on those near or on the wrong side of the boundaries.
Enlarging the Training Set
The training set needs to be big and representative of the characters we want to recognize. However, a lot of the variation in characters can be explained in terms of simple modi cations of characters. The technique we use is to translate a given character by eight \king's moves" (i.e., up one pixel, up and right one pixel, right one pixel, etc.), giving nine training exemplars for the price of one.
The e ect of this is that the system learns the training data much more slowly, and its performance on the testing data consequently improves greatly. Because of the way we train and retrain, once the system's performance on the training data is very good, then very little additional training can take place.
Feature Subsampling
We have discovered that the sequence of pixels with coordinates (11k mod 28; 11k mod 19) for k = 1; : : :; n is equidistributed in the 30 20 rectangle of pixels. If we are using an n-king and an m-knight feature, we have approximately eight features centered at every pixel we choose using the above rule. This rule gives us an even covering of the whole image with features, even if the number of features chosen is very small.
Implementation Details Pseudo-Inverse Calculations
The computation involving the pseudoinverse, A = Y X T (XX T ) ?1 , seems to require several arrays be built, multiplied, and inverted. Some of these matrices are very large. For example, if we are dealing with N training patterns and F features, and K character classi cations, the matrices have the following dimensions:
array dimensions A (K; F) Y (K; N) X (F; N) However, because of the simple nature of these matrices and the contexts in which they are used, neither X nor Y needs to be explicitly stored. Recall their de nitions: the k th column of Y is a unit vector giving the classication of the k th training pattern; the k th column of X is the binary feature vector of the k th training pattern. Instead of storing X and Y explicitly, we build, on the y, the matrices Z = Y X T and W = XX T , of dimensions (K; F) and (F; F), respectively.
We initialize Z to zero; for each training pattern, if its classi cation is j, we add its feature vector to the j th column of Z.
We initialize W to zero; for each training exemplar's feature vector, x, we add its outer product square, x x T , to W; that is, add x i x j to W ij for every subscript pair, i; j. An outer product square is symmetrical, so W is symmetrical, and we only have to accumulate W ij for j < i, i.e., on the lower triangle. Since the feature vector is a sparse binary vector, we only have to add it to selected rows of W.
An important consequence of this elimination of the explicit storage of X and Y is that there is no storage penalty for a large training set.
Feature Caching
After the above improvement was made to the program, feature extraction|determining an image's feature vector|turned out to be the most time-consuming step in the training system. Consequently, we create les of feature vectors for the training and testing of images. The feature vectors are sparse binary vectors, so we only store the list of indices with nonzero values. The feature vector les are big, and they take a long time to create, but that creation only happens once, and the les can be reused for other experiments.
A Growing Machine
Because of our ordering of the pixel centers for feature extractions, a feature vector with F features is a pre x of a feature vector with F+F 0 features. Consequently, the corresponding matrices, Z = Y X T and W = XX T , for a small feature vector are submatrices of those for larger feature vectors. The following training algorithm naturally suggests itself.
We determine the largest size feature vector that we believe appropriate (e.g., 1,500 features), and gather feature vectors of that size for every character we process, either in training or testing. However, we will be maintaining classi cation weight matrices that use only a pre x of that vector, and testing may ignore a feature vector's post x. For a character used in training, if that character fails to be classied properly by the current weight matrix, its full feature vector will be used to update Z and W. As described above, an epoch consists of a (possibly subsampled or supersampled) pass over the training data. After each epoch, a larger submatrix of Z and W is chosen to compute the new weight matrix.
We obtain several advantages from this system. Since the inversion of W costs time that is proportional to the cube of the number of features actually used, we will be able to rapidly sketch out a classi er that approximates the classi er we will eventually derive. The inexpensive early classi ers allow us to easily lter the training set, avoiding the cost of determining the outer product squares of feature vectors for correctly classi ed characters. This eliminates another bottleneck.
The form that our training algorithm takes is shown in Figure . In this algorithm:
F features are used to build Z and W, but only f features are used in classi cation.
W f denotes the upper left f f submatrix of W.
Z f denotes the rst f columns of Z. A f denotes the resulting K f weights matrix.
Two Training Sessions Digits
We trained the polynomial classi er to recognize hand-written digits, using 143,258 training and 15,971 testing exemplars. The training exemplars were shifted to give us four new exemplars for each given one, for a total training set size of 716,290.
The fuzzy-7-knight and the fuzzy-5-king features types were used for 1,500 features. The training started with a feature subset (the f parameter) of 400, and a training exemplar subset of 47,753.
The performance of the training session is shown in Table 1 . We found in this example that the arti cial enlargement of the training set by shifting kept the training set from ever performing better than the testing set, so that the system never \memorized the noise in the training data" and successfully generalized its learning to the testing data.
The training session took two days on a SUN SPARCstation 2. A feed-forward network trained using back propagation with similar performance took approximately a month to train.
Machine Print
Our second experiment here involved machineprinted alphanumeric (36 character classes), and is shown in Table 2 . The training set consisted of 22,500 exemplars which was created from a set of 2,500 characters by shifting. The 5-knight, 7-king, and 9-knight features types were used for 600 features. The training started with a feature subset (the f parameter) of 500, and a training exemplar subset of 2,249. This training session took 68 minutes.
The performance of the training session is shown in Table 2. epoch tss retrained ratio features testing training Table 1 : Hand-written digit training session. The second column (\tss") shows a growing subset of the training exemplars. The third column (\retrained") shows how many \ill-classi ed" exemplars there were, with the \ratio" column giving the ill-classi ed percentage. The rst ten epochs used a subset of the 1,500 features to sketch out a classi er. The last two columns give the classi er's performance on testing and training.
